ImHappyNow.Com standards
ImHappyNow.Com gives second level students around the world the power to connect and share in a
controlled and safe environment. ImHappyNow.Com’s first priority is safety for its members, it’s why
we are here and whilst we take every precaution to prevent bullying of any kind, it is always possible
that we miss something and take no responsibility for misuse by members or against members or
schools. What we do guarantee is that safety is our first concern and will take immediate action to
prevent any misuse. We do not under any circumstances share personal information on members or
schools with any third party. The gathering of personal information such as names, date of birth’s,
email addresses and Guardian contact details are for registration purposes only and to ensure the
security and safety of its member’s privacy.
Please review these standards. They will help you understand what type of expression is acceptable,
and what type of content may be reported and removed.
Safety
We do our best to keep ImHappyNow.Com safe. We need your help to keep imHappyNow.Com safe,
which includes the following commitments by you and by us:
1. You will not post unauthorized commercial communications (such as spam) on
ImHappyNow.Com.
2. You will not collect users' content or information, or otherwise access
ImHappyNow.Com, using automated means (such as harvesting bots, robots, spiders, or
scrapers) without our prior permission.
3. You will not engage in unlawful multi-level marketing, such as a pyramid scheme, on
ImHappyNow.Com.
4. You will not upload viruses or other malicious code.
5. You will not solicit login information or access an account belonging to someone else.
6. You will not bully, intimidate, or harass any user.
7. You will not post content that: is hate speech, threatening, or pornographic; incites
violence; or contains nudity or graphic or gratuitous violence.
8. We do not jot under any circumstances share personal information of members or
schools with third parties. We do not jot under any circumstances share personal
information of members or schools with third parties. The gathering of personal
information such as name, date of birth, email addresses and guardian contact details
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are for registration purposes only and to ensure the security and safety of its members
privacy.
9. You will not offer any contest, giveaway, or sweepstakes (“promotion”) on
ImHappyNow.Com.
10. You will not use ImHappyNow.Com to do anything unlawful, misleading, malicious, or
discriminatory.
11. You will not do anything that could disable, overburden, or impair the proper working or
appearance of ImHappyNow.Com, such as a denial of service attack or interference with
page rendering or other ImHappyNow.Com’s functionality.
12. You will not facilitate or encourage any violations of this Statement or our policies.
13.

You will not share your password (or in the case of developers, your secret key), let
anyone else access your account, or do anything else that might jeopardize the security of
your account.

14. You will not transfer your account (including any Page or application you administer) to
anyone without first getting our written permission.
15. If you select a username or similar identifier for your account or Page, we reserve the right
to remove or reclaim it if we believe it is appropriate (such as when a trademark owner
complains about a username that does not closely relate to a user's actual name).
Protecting Other People's Rights
We respect other people's rights, and expect you to do the same.
1. You will not post content or take any action on ImHappyNow.Com that infringes or
violates someone else's rights or otherwise violates the law.
2. We can remove any content or information you post on ImHappyNow.Com if we believe
that it violates this Statement or our policies.
3. We provide you with tools to help you protect yourself like flagging inappropriate
messages or members. We expect you to use this safety system in an appropriate
manner
4. If you repeatedly infringe other people's intellectual property rights, we will disable your
account when appropriate.
5. You will not use our copyrights or trademarks (including ImHappyNow.Com, the
ImHappyNow,Com and Logos), or any confusingly similar marks, except as expressly
permitted by us and with our written permission.
6. You are not permitted to collect information from users for any purpose.
7. You will not post anyone's identification documents or sensitive information on
ImHappyNow.Com.
8. You will not tag users or send email invitations to non-users without their consent.
ImHappyNow.Com offers social reporting tools to enable users to provide feedback
about tagging.
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Violence and Threats

Safety is ImHappyNow.Com’s top priority. We remove content and may escalate to law enforcement when we perceive
a genuine risk of physical harm, or a direct threat to public safety. You may not credibly threaten others, or organize
acts of real-world violence. Organizations with a record of terrorist or violent criminal activity are not allowed to
maintain a presence on our site. We also prohibit promoting, planning or celebrating any of your actions if they have, or
could, result in financial harm to others, including theft and vandalism.



Self-harm

ImHappyNow.Com takes threats of self-harm very seriously. We remove any promotion or encouragement of selfmutilation, eating disorders or hard drug abuse. We also work with suicide prevention agencies around the world to
provide assistance for people in distress.



Bullying and Harassment

ImHappyNow.com does not tolerate bullying or harassment. We allow users to speak freely privately but take action on
all reports of abusive behaviour directed at private individuals. Repeatedly targeting other users with unwanted friend
requests or messages is a form of harassment.



Hate speech

ImHappyNow.Com does not permit hate speech, but distinguishes between serious and humorous speech. While we
encourage you to challenge ideas, institutions, events, and practices, we do not permit individuals or groups to attack
others based on their race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sex, gender, sexual orientation, disability or medical
condition.



Graphic Content
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ImHappyNow.Com at this time does not allow student members to upload pictures or videos as part of their private
messages. This is done in the interests of safety and anti-cyberbullying policy. Our belief is that members become
friends and share experiences based on common personal interests.
When members upload gravatars as part of their personal profile , we expect that they will share in a responsible
manner. That includes choosing carefully the audience for the content. Any pictures we believe are of a sexual or
offence nature will be removed.



Nudity

ImHappyNow.Com has a strict policy against the sharing of pornographic content and/or any explicitly sexual content
where a minor is involved. We have a zero tolerance policy on this. While members may feel that their personal rights
are being imposed upon, safety for the common good is our first priority and will be in contact with the respective
school regarding what we believe to be inappropriate pictures.



Identity and Privacy

On ImHappyNow.Com members may connect using their real names and identities. We ask that you refrain from
publishing the personal information of others without their consent. Claiming to be another person, creating a false
presence for an organization, or creating multiple accounts undermines community and violates ImHappyNow.Com’s
terms.



Intellectual property

Before sharing content on ImHappyNow.Com, please be sure you have the right to do so. We ask that you respect
copyrights, trademarks, and other legal rights.



Regulated Goods
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It is not permitted to complete transactions involving regulated goods on our platform. If you post an offer involving
firearms, alcohol, tobacco, or adult products, we expect you to make sure you’re following all applicable laws and
consider carefully the audience for that content. You are not allowed to use your profile to connect with other members
to use them as consumers or to sell products.



Phishing and Spam

We take the safety of our members seriously and work to prevent attempts to compromise their privacy or security. We
also ask that you respect our members by not contacting them for commercial purposes without their consent.



Security

We take the safety of our members seriously and work to prevent attempts to compromise their privacy or security,
including those that use fraud or deception. Additionally, we ask that you respect our members by not contacting them
for commercial purposes without their consent.

Reporting abuse
If you see something on ImHappyNow.Com that you believe violates our terms, you should report it
to us on info@imhappynow.com. Please keep in mind that reporting a piece of content does not
guarantee that it will be removed from the site.
Because of the diversity of our community, it's possible that something could be disagreeable or
disturbing to you without meeting the criteria for being removed or blocked. For this reason, we also
offer personal controls over what you see, such as the ability to hide or quietly cut ties with people,
Pages, or applications that offend you.
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